Jason Industrial’s New Website Navigation Tool
We have developed with the help from the Thomas Net people, a new Navigation Tool that links
our main Jason Industrial Inc. web page to a dynamic browser that has detailed information about
our Belt, Hose, and Coupling and Skirt Board product lines. This tool is simple to use and is an
excellent way for us to share information with our customer’s without them having to open and
browse through large PDF documents as before.
This document will outline how the Navigation Tool is linked to our web site and how easy it is to
navigate through it and again how we can share information about the products in detail with our
customers.

Notice the new Red titles; these are links to the
Navigator pages. Clicking on any link will bring you
directly to that page where either the category under
that title will be shown or just the items contained
with in it will be displayed.

If you click on “Power Transmission Belts”, the link will take you to the main page, from there you
can select the proper sub-category if need be.

Here you can see that by clicking on the Power
Transmission link from the Jason Main web page,
this new page displays all the sub-categories with
links to them as well. To get the proper information
to help the customer, click on the sub link and
again that link may or may not have other links
under it.

From the Power Transmission page I can click on the Urethane Belts link and that page will be
displayed. Once there, you can see that there are more categories under that page.

Listed now are Metric,
Dual Metric and Urethane
Standard XL, L &H sub
categories……

From the Metric Urethane Belt link, I clicked down until I arrived at the AT-5 Metric Pitch Timing
belts. Once you’ve hit the lowest level within a sub-category you or the customer can perform a
few different functions.

After the brief description
of the item with an image,
you’ll see that the page will
display each item by size
with some other column
headings with information
about each belt size.

Now the customer can check the box to the left of an item (up to 5 items) and either request more
information or compare their selected items to each other for information about width, number of
teeth etc.

All three selected items
are displayed with the
detailed information
about all them all.

For the same three selected items the customer can requests additional information by
completing the request form and submitting to us.

Information is being
requested on the listed
three items…

The customer will fill out the
contact form and this will get
submitted to our email box
for follow up.

The customer can even include a word document, PDF, etc. which may contain application specs
or details about how the belt they are requesting more information on is doing to be used.
Now from the customer service side out to our customers we can now email information to our
customers without having them search through large PDF files. Once you are at the page that
you want to send to a customer, you can simple click on the “Email This Page” link and the
customer gets just what they need….

Just click on the Email this page
link and send the information
along to the customer. You can
even send a copy to yourself so
you can follow up with the
customer.

Once you hit send, depending on the product, item etc. the email will include different
information to the customer.

Look at the information that’s included in
the email….my comments to the customer,
the link back to the page that I emailed
them and a brief write up of the product
and again that changes and is automatic
depending on the page you have sent……

